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"native" painting, or even "national" painting (Kao 1988:xxi) . Such an understanding of the term, which goes beyond painting materials, implies continuity with traditional Chinese technical or stylistic traditions. These two usages, one referring only to medium and the other to medium and style, can be contradictory when a painting uses Chinese materials in radically untraditional ways.
The most extreme examples of such untraditional zhongguohua were produced during and immediately following the Cultural Revolution by young socialist realist figure painters. National exhibitions during this period divided paintings into sections for zhongguohua and oil painting. In such a context zhongguohua refers only to medium. A typical example is the 1974 ink-and-color painting Before the Meeting (Xuanjianghui qian, fig. 4 , p. 581) by the young Cantonese artist Wu Qizhong (b. 1944). Publications label the work zhongguohua, Chinese painting, but the only traditional aspects of the composition are that the title is inscribed vertically on the picture and that the artist applied his name with a seal. Among the new stylistic aspects of the picture are the emphatic use of Western perspective, highlighting and shading in the depiction of the foreground furniture, and the use of color and chiaroscuro to define the forms of the figures. The subject, figures in a library, is equally modern.
In short, the term guohua, or zhongguohua, is one of such imprecision as to be problematic for the historian of Chinese art. It excludes work in Western media, even if painted by Chinese artists, but in recent usage its relationship to Chinese painting of the past may be tenuous.
The origins of the term probably should be sought in Meiji Japan, where the term nihonga, Japanese painting, was used in opposition to yoga, Western painting (Takashina 1987:21-22 ). As Kao Mayching has pointed out, traditional Chinese painting was called guocuihua (painting of national essence) or guohua (national painting) in the early twentieth century to distinguish it from oil painting, which was called xihua, yanghua, or xiyanghua (Western painting) (Kao 1983:373) . The traditional Chinese distinctions between figure painting, landscape painting, and birdand-flower painting were retained, but in twentieth-century China such definitions formed a second tier of subcategories within guohua.
The term guocuihua links Chinese painting to the National Essence movement of the 1910s and 1920s, an intellectual effort that initially sought to differentiate Chinese people and culture from the non-Chinese, but which gradually came to be associated with antipopulist upper-class Chinese values. In literary composition, for example, advocates of National Essence theory rejected the use of vernacular language in favor of a modified classical Chinese (Schneider 1976 :84, 88-89). The conservatism of National Essence thought was to some degree a response to the more liberal and pro-Western New Culture movement exemplified by followers of the leftist writer Lu Xun (1881-1936).
The related term xin guohua (New National Painting) was coined during the 1910s by a group of Cantonese artists who were heavily influenced by the realism of Westernized Japanese painting. These artists, now called the Lingnan School, were relatively progressive, both politically and artistically. Ralph Croizier has described them as occupying a middle ground between conservatives and radicals. Their goal was to create a new form of painting that was both modern and national (Croizier 1988:72, 110-114) .
In China, Western art flourished primarily in the academic world, where most schools had been established on Western models (Kao 1983 ). Chinese painting was maintained, largely outside the academy, in relatively traditional ways: as leisure activities for intellectuals who supported themselves by other means or as careers for professional artists who lived by selling Chinese paintings. Chinese painting of the first few decades of the twentieth century ranged from very detailed, colorful flower paintings similar to those painted for the Qing court to loose, abstract landscapes. Most Chinese painting could be differentiated conceptually and stylistically from Western painting by the following characteristics: brushwork followed the conventions established by earlier masters and was appreciated for its own sake; compositions were conventional and could often be related to those of earlier masters; and painting themes were frequently abstract and poetic most commonly limited to generalized landscapes, beautiful birds and flowers, ancient scholars, or mythological figures. As a corollary to the last trait, identifiable, contemporary subjects were relatively infrequent. Chinese painting relied on conventional strokes of ink and spacing to create necessary effects of depth and volume, but the illusion of three-dimensionality was seldom an artistic goal. Chinese artists avoided the sharp contrasts of light and shade that are used in much Western art to describe volume and illumination, and generally did not use foreshortening and vanishing point perspective, even though such Western devices were known in early twentiethcentury China. Realistic depictions of human beings were relatively uncommon.2 Although such Western ideas as exhibitions and art journals affected Chinese painters (Li 1979 :1-9), the health of Chinese painting-its collecting, connoisseurship, creation, and transmission-depended in general on personal rather than institutional relationships, the complicated social fabric of China's urban centers.3
The destruction of the old social order in which traditional Chinese painting flourished was a primary goal of the Communist revolutionaries. The establishment of the communist system in China after 1949 was thus a direct threat to the survival of Chinese painting, for it disrupted the social and economic relationships with which it was associated. Both the practitioners of guohua and those with the means to purchase the paintings were generally considered part of the socioeconomic problem the Communists sought to eradicate.4 In the early years of the People's Republic, it was widely believed both within the party and outside it that traditional guohua had no future under the new regime (Li Keran 1950: 35; Li Hua 1950: 39). The communist art administrators, in the tradition of the New Culture movement, were predominantly interested in Western artistic forms, both those that were imported directly and those that arrived via Japan. Their artistic activity in the pre-1949 years had focused on woodblock prints, a genre to which the writer Lu Xun had introduced the Shanghai leftists in the 1930s, folk art, and cartoons (Laing 1988: 12-16; Sun 1979 figs. 1, 3) , were not included. Some of the participants recall the pathetic efforts of older Chinese painters as they struggled to master pencil drawing. Others remember the ideological fervor the political sessions inspired in the young. Those who succeeded in mastering the new techniques, especially drawing, and the new ideology were given jobs as illustrators in publishing houses. This concentration of talent in the field of illustration has flowered in subsequent decades with a steady stream of high-quality illustrated books.
The publishing house classes and similar programs broke down the distinctions between Western and Chinese painting by requiring that all artists master figure drawing in the Western style. Such a change in fundamental approach led to significant changes in the style and subject matter of Chinese painting, including a new emphasis on realistic depiction of human activity. The older Chinese painters of landscapes and birds-and-flowers were protected in some periods, but implementation of party policy, particularly in the field of art education, ensured that a substantial number of young artists were trained in Western styles and in the predominantly Western specialty of figure painting.
Conflicts soon emerged between the advocates of traditional guohua and the new guohua painters. The terms they used and the meanings they attributed to their terms help to define the differences in approach. The label given to each kind of art carried great symbolic value. The period between 1949 and 1957 saw a steady increase in use of the term caimohua, color-and-ink painting, as a replacement for guohua. By avoiding the term guohua, with its many conservative, nationalistic, and potentially antiforeign implications, some critics explicitly referred to the medium of the painting rather than the style. "Color-and-ink painting," closely related to the standard descriptive conventions used by Western museums (fig. 14, p. 585 ), seems to possess the same neutral value as "oil painting." As we will see, the term was far from neutral, for it implied that a valid form of art existed even when the traditional media had been separated from traditional styles. Some traditional Chinese painters believed that confusing the two terms favored new styles, thus posing a serious threat to their art.
Jiang Feng and the Art Academies
The national art academy system, established soon after the founding of the People's Republic, absorbed several of the most important art schools of the pre-1949 period. In addition to inheriting buildings and faculty, the new academies 6Interviews with artists associated with Shanghai publishers. Although these intraparty conflicts may have been the real basis of Jiang's problems, the crime that was most fully detailed in the press was Jiang Feng's alleged attempt to eradicate the practice of guohua. 8 Of direct interest to our theme is that "An important sub-text to the debate was direct competition between oil painters and guohua painters. The change in party policy to improve the status of guohua painters was perceived, probably correctly, as a threat to the careers of oil painters. After the formal opening of the Institute of Chinese Painting, old oil painters and printmakers, many of whom were allied with Jiang Feng, and a delegation of Maksimov's students, including He many previously unpublished differences of opinion regarding guohua, caimohua, and Western-style drawing were pulled into the open during the Anti-Jiang Feng Campaign. Pronouncements about the status of guohua were used as evidence against both unreformed conservative painters and left-wing party members sympathetic to Jiang Feng.
In order to discredit Jiang's administrative record, the Ministry of Culture called many guohua artists to provide evidence against him. Although never stated in these terms, the thrust of the argument was that Jiang remained an unrepentant Westernizer even after Zhou Yang, as party spokesman on culture, issued his 1953 call to continue and develop the national tradition ( The Anti-Rightist Campaign of 1957
As we have seen, the Anti-Rightist Campaign made available to the historian documentation from party files and individual memories about earlier periods. This political cataclysm is significant for the subsequent era because of the massive personnel changes that occurred with the purges of prominent teachers and administrators, and also because it established a single party posture on guohua.
The primary targets of the movement were those who spoke out against the leadership in the Hundred Flowers period. They were declared to be "rightists" in late 1957 and punished in various ways, including labor reform and internal exile. By about 1954, many art administrators began using "color-and-ink painting" (caimohua) as a descriptive term to include most twentieth-century painting in the traditional media, but in exhibition catalogues and announcements the terms were interchanged in an almost random fashion. There was indeed confusion about terminology, although whether anyone in particular was to blame and whether this was a crime will not concern us here.
During the party rectification and the early days of the Anti-Rightist Campaign, Jiang Feng was defended by the most important members of the academy's faculty (Laing 1988 :28-29) . The Ministry of Culture was blamed for "marrying the disaster to the man" in dumping its failure to respond to the needs of guohua artists on Jiang's back (Deng 1957:16). Many Yan'an veterans such as Yan Han and Mo Pu went down with Jiang Feng. By September, however, most followers of Xu Beihong had succumbed to the intense pressure to condemn Jiang Feng, with the dramatic result that some who had received his strongest public support criticized him in print and on the podium. Interestingly, the result of this compliance was that they escaped being tagged rightists themselves, were able to return to their teaching and painting, and continued the work which Jiang Feng had encouraged them to perform. During the Great Leap Forward, the art bureaucracy, probably inspired by party enthusiasm for folk songs and the poems of Chairman Mao, identified folk murals and Chinese paintings as appropriate forms for the current era. Critics justified the works of Ya Ming and his older Nanjing colleagues, who depicted modern subjects in the traditional medium, in nationalist and populist terms: "Chinese painting is our nation's precious art treasure, with unique national style, a long history, and excellent traditional skill; it is loved by the masses and valued by our party" (Ouyang 1959:2).
Conclusion
Nevertheless, the polarity between traditional styles and socialist realist styles remained. In periods when party controls were relaxed, as they had been in 1956 and were again in the early 1960s, the older generation was encouraged to emerge and bring forth relatively traditional landscapes and bird-and-flower pictures (figs. 1, 8, 13). Young guohua artists continued to be trained in Soviet draftsmanship. Although older artists might produce acceptable works during periods of strict political control ( fig. 3) The theoretical conflicts of the Anti-Rightist campaign originated in battles between traditional painters and admirers of Soviet-style painting. In typical Maoist fashion, the party smashed the spokesmen for both extremes, condemning both Jiang Feng and the conservative guohua painters he was accused of suppressing.
Such a result made it unwise to advocate either pure traditionalism or the extreme remolding of guohua. The Chinese art world, particularly during the period between 1957 and the mid-1980s, might better be described as having a spectrumlike range. In this formulation, traditional art and Soviet-style painting remain at opposite extremes; practitioners of synthetic Chinese-Western styles span the hues in between.
The Chinese art world of the 1950s, divided as it was into nativist, Soviet, and synthetic Chinese-Western modes of painting, gave physical form to conflicting cultural assumptions. These conflicting views were common to many realms of Chinese intellectual endeavor, and the attempts to resolve their differences have profoundly changed China.
While 
